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iLife Inspirational Ideas

Summary
This project is uses iTunes to explore dialogue during the study of a class book
“Carrie’s War” with cross-curricular links to a WW2 history project.

Objectives
The objective of the project was to enhance pupil understanding of dialogue in
the written form and to reinterpret this in their own audio play.  The pupils also
related this work to factual presentations based WW2.

Curriculum area
Literacy and history

Age group
The work was created by Year 6 pupils but was used by year 3,4 and 5 pupils in
a rural school as an information source and as an audio book.

Resources
Computer with sound recording software (audacity was used in this case.
iTunes for organising, sharing and manipulation of the audio.
iPod for recording, sharing and manipulation of the audio.
Mac with iMovie for the factual presentations.

How was it achieved?
The pupils read the book Carrie’s War as a class.
The content of the book was reinterpreted in play form.
The reinterpretation was recorded in sections onto an iPod and a computer with
recording software.
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The audio was imported into iTunes where it was organised into a playlist.  Other
pupils used iTunes to listen to the sections and place the audio in the right
sequence.
The iPod was connected to the computer and the audio downloaded to it.  The
iPod was used to allpw groups and individuals to listen to the audio play and the
On-The –Go playlist was used to allow pupils to sort the audio into the correct
sequence.
iMovie was used to present the factual material.

Time frame
Three sessions.
1 session to write the script and.
1 to record the material
1 session to present the material and share it.

Outcome
The outcome was an iTunes playlist that was also burnt to CD for use on other
computers.  The iMovie projects were also burnt to CD for sharing.


